August 6, 2020

Hello All,

We hope this email finds everyone healthy and well. We have just a few updates to share at this time:

I. UCIMM DACA FAQ infographic

Please find the FAQ graphic attached to this email. The FAQ includes updates on last week's DHS memo, and what the memo means for students at this moment in time.

II. Fall UC-wide UCIMM webinars

With fall fast approaching, we would like to offer a UC-wide webinar that will serve to introduce UC Immigrant Legal Services Center to students, and will explain the services we offer and other key information about our center. The webinar has been tentatively scheduled for October 8. We invite coordinators to determine what time of day would maximize student attendance.

We also invite you all to collectively let us know which topics you would like us to cover in subsequent UC-wide webinars. A list of topics in order of priority would be helpful for us to move forward with scheduling.

When these decisions have been made, please either respond via email, and/or bring to the next Coordinators' call.

III. Immigrant Legal Resource Center's (ILRC) Immigration Preparedness Toolkit

The ILRC's Immigration Preparedness Toolkit is a resource-packed informational document designed to help immigrants with no legal status or in mixed status families begin to understand the immigration legal landscape and plan for their own journey through an ever-changing, complex system in the United States. This free toolkit offers in-depth, yet easily accessible information that outlines the basics about a variety of topics including: your rights during ICE confrontations, the different types of immigration options available, and tips on covering your bases while waiting for relief. This 13-page resource also incorporates links to other helpful
reference documents, fact sheets, and tools readers can use to construct their own personalized plan.

As always, please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions.

Thank you,
The UC Immigrant Legal Services Center team